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Main science question:  can we infer the circulation 
and rainfall directly from the net energy input?
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This relationship 
holds up in the 
observed seasonal 
cycle and simulations 
of altered climates
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A great test case:  large rainfall shifts in the mid-Holocene 
(~6,000 years ago) produced by a strong & simple forcing
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To understand the zonally 
asymmetric response, 
recognize that east-west 
energy transports can be of 
leading importance for regional 
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Let’s generalize to 2D for regional rainfall shifts

1. Invert anomalous energy source to obtain divergent component of   
anomalous energy flux

2. Shift the tropical rainfall distribution with the zero lines of the meridional & 
zonal divergent energy flux
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Generalize to 2D by examining divergent energy fluxes
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Figure 2 | Two-dimensional views of precipitation and divergent energy transports, visualized using the energy flux potential, � . a,b, Climatologies for
June–August (JJA; a) and December–February (DJF; b) of CMAP precipitation (shading, interval 2 mm d�1), � (red contours, interval 0.1 PW, with
equatorial extrema being minima), the divergent vertically integrated atmospheric energy flux (vectors), and zero lines of the meridional and zonal
divergent energy flux (the EFE and EFPM; cyan lines), from ERA-Interim. c, Di�erence between annual mean El Niño and La Niña composites in �

(contours, interval 0.04 PW, negative dashed) and precipitation (shading, interval 1 mm d�1), and the 6 mm d�1 total precipitation isoline during La Niña
(green contour). d, Annual, climatological mean precipitation (shading, interval 1 mm d�1) and � (contours, interval 0.1 PW), and the EFE and EFPM during
El Niño (magenta) and La Niña (cyan).

Sahel precipitation is about 0.8mmd�1 per degree latitude, so a 0.2�

shift yields a local change of 0.16mmd�1).
Anomalous boreal summer AET simulated by PMIP3 models is

highly zonally asymmetric, even though the insolation anomaly is
zonally symmetric. Relative to pre-industrial climate simulations,
the anomalous energy flux potential, � 0, is negative over North-
ern Hemisphere continents and positive over the Southern Ocean
(Fig. 3a, contours), indicating more energy divergence from North-
ernHemisphere continents during themid-Holocene. This response
balances the insolation anomaly: seasonally enhanced downward
short-wave radiation at the surface can be stored in the oceanmixed
layer but enhances upward surface energy fluxes over land, where
surface thermal inertia is small, resulting in divergent AET. The
region of high pre-industrial boreal summer rainfall (green contour
in Fig. 3a) shifts down the gradient in � 0 just as it did for ENSO,
moving northeastward over Africa and northward over South Asia.

Following ideas presented above, we assume that the
precipitation distribution shifts with the local EFE and EFPM. That
is, precipitation in two climate states is related by

P2(���� ,����,)=P1(�,�) (2)

where � is latitude, � is longitude, P is precipitation, and subscripts
1 and 2 denote properties of pre-industrial and mid-Holocene cli-
mates, respectively. Themeridional and zonal precipitation shifts are

�� =(�0,2 ��0,1)H (|���0,1|�1�) (3)

��=(�0,2 ��0,1)H (|���0,1|�1�) (4)

where �0,i and �0,i are the EFE and EFPM, respectively, in climate
state i, and H is the Heaviside function, introduced to allow a
meridional shift only within 1� = 20� latitude of the EFE and a

zonal shift within 1�=80� longitude of the EFPM. The quantities
�0,i and �0,i are functions of longitude and latitude, respectively, so a
two-dimensional shift can be predicted at each horizontal location.
When multiple EFEs exist at a given longitude, (3) is used to obtain
�� for each EFE and these values are averaged for all EFEs before (2)
is computed, with an analogous procedure for multiple EFPMs.

This approach is novel because it predicts shifts in both longitude
and latitude, and because it determines those shifts through simple
inspection of the altered energy fluxes rather than by approximating
those fluxes on the basis of their value at a particular location such as
the geographic Equator6,7,10 or the unperturbed ITCZ latitude32. Un-
like early energy budget theories1, (2)–(4) do not explicitly include
a gross moist stability, but shifting the precipitation distribution
with the EFE and EFPM e�ectively assumes that the gross moist
stability distribution undergoes the same two-dimensional shift.

Although shifts in the EFE and EFPM could be obtained from
simulated mid-Holocene AET, that approach would be unsatisfying
because it requires simulating the anomalous atmospheric state.
Instead, we use a theory for the anomalous AET that assumes
the fraction (1� ↵TOA) of the seasonal insolation anomaly I 0 not
reflected to space is transferred entirely to the atmosphere over land
and absorbed entirely by ocean in marine regions, as in previous
work33–36 (↵TOA is TOA albedo). This idealized limit of infinite
ocean bu�ering and vanishing continental thermal inertia yields an
anomalous energy source that can be inverted, via the Laplacian,
to obtain the distribution of � 0, and thus of u0

h and v 0

h, needed to
maintain energy balance,

r
2� 0

=(1�↵TOA)I 0L+
(L�1)
AO

Z
(1�↵TOA)I 0LdA (5)

u0

h î+v 0

h ĵ=r� 0 (6)
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shift yields a local change of 0.16mmd�1).
Anomalous boreal summer AET simulated by PMIP3 models is

highly zonally asymmetric, even though the insolation anomaly is
zonally symmetric. Relative to pre-industrial climate simulations,
the anomalous energy flux potential, � 0, is negative over North-
ern Hemisphere continents and positive over the Southern Ocean
(Fig. 3a, contours), indicating more energy divergence from North-
ernHemisphere continents during themid-Holocene. This response
balances the insolation anomaly: seasonally enhanced downward
short-wave radiation at the surface can be stored in the oceanmixed
layer but enhances upward surface energy fluxes over land, where
surface thermal inertia is small, resulting in divergent AET. The
region of high pre-industrial boreal summer rainfall (green contour
in Fig. 3a) shifts down the gradient in � 0 just as it did for ENSO,
moving northeastward over Africa and northward over South Asia.

Following ideas presented above, we assume that the
precipitation distribution shifts with the local EFE and EFPM. That
is, precipitation in two climate states is related by

P2(���� ,����,)=P1(�,�) (2)

where � is latitude, � is longitude, P is precipitation, and subscripts
1 and 2 denote properties of pre-industrial and mid-Holocene cli-
mates, respectively. Themeridional and zonal precipitation shifts are

�� =(�0,2 ��0,1)H (|���0,1|�1�) (3)

��=(�0,2 ��0,1)H (|���0,1|�1�) (4)

where �0,i and �0,i are the EFE and EFPM, respectively, in climate
state i, and H is the Heaviside function, introduced to allow a
meridional shift only within 1� = 20� latitude of the EFE and a

zonal shift within 1�=80� longitude of the EFPM. The quantities
�0,i and �0,i are functions of longitude and latitude, respectively, so a
two-dimensional shift can be predicted at each horizontal location.
When multiple EFEs exist at a given longitude, (3) is used to obtain
�� for each EFE and these values are averaged for all EFEs before (2)
is computed, with an analogous procedure for multiple EFPMs.

This approach is novel because it predicts shifts in both longitude
and latitude, and because it determines those shifts through simple
inspection of the altered energy fluxes rather than by approximating
those fluxes on the basis of their value at a particular location such as
the geographic Equator6,7,10 or the unperturbed ITCZ latitude32. Un-
like early energy budget theories1, (2)–(4) do not explicitly include
a gross moist stability, but shifting the precipitation distribution
with the EFE and EFPM e�ectively assumes that the gross moist
stability distribution undergoes the same two-dimensional shift.

Although shifts in the EFE and EFPM could be obtained from
simulated mid-Holocene AET, that approach would be unsatisfying
because it requires simulating the anomalous atmospheric state.
Instead, we use a theory for the anomalous AET that assumes
the fraction (1� ↵TOA) of the seasonal insolation anomaly I 0 not
reflected to space is transferred entirely to the atmosphere over land
and absorbed entirely by ocean in marine regions, as in previous
work33–36 (↵TOA is TOA albedo). This idealized limit of infinite
ocean bu�ering and vanishing continental thermal inertia yields an
anomalous energy source that can be inverted, via the Laplacian,
to obtain the distribution of � 0, and thus of u0

h and v 0

h, needed to
maintain energy balance,

r
2� 0

=(1�↵TOA)I 0L+
(L�1)
AO
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(1�↵TOA)I 0LdA (5)
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Sahel precipitation is about 0.8mmd�1 per degree latitude, so a 0.2�

shift yields a local change of 0.16mmd�1).
Anomalous boreal summer AET simulated by PMIP3 models is

highly zonally asymmetric, even though the insolation anomaly is
zonally symmetric. Relative to pre-industrial climate simulations,
the anomalous energy flux potential, � 0, is negative over North-
ern Hemisphere continents and positive over the Southern Ocean
(Fig. 3a, contours), indicating more energy divergence from North-
ernHemisphere continents during themid-Holocene. This response
balances the insolation anomaly: seasonally enhanced downward
short-wave radiation at the surface can be stored in the oceanmixed
layer but enhances upward surface energy fluxes over land, where
surface thermal inertia is small, resulting in divergent AET. The
region of high pre-industrial boreal summer rainfall (green contour
in Fig. 3a) shifts down the gradient in � 0 just as it did for ENSO,
moving northeastward over Africa and northward over South Asia.

Following ideas presented above, we assume that the
precipitation distribution shifts with the local EFE and EFPM. That
is, precipitation in two climate states is related by

P2(���� ,����,)=P1(�,�) (2)

where � is latitude, � is longitude, P is precipitation, and subscripts
1 and 2 denote properties of pre-industrial and mid-Holocene cli-
mates, respectively. Themeridional and zonal precipitation shifts are

�� =(�0,2 ��0,1)H (|���0,1|�1�) (3)

��=(�0,2 ��0,1)H (|���0,1|�1�) (4)

where �0,i and �0,i are the EFE and EFPM, respectively, in climate
state i, and H is the Heaviside function, introduced to allow a
meridional shift only within 1� = 20� latitude of the EFE and a

zonal shift within 1�=80� longitude of the EFPM. The quantities
�0,i and �0,i are functions of longitude and latitude, respectively, so a
two-dimensional shift can be predicted at each horizontal location.
When multiple EFEs exist at a given longitude, (3) is used to obtain
�� for each EFE and these values are averaged for all EFEs before (2)
is computed, with an analogous procedure for multiple EFPMs.

This approach is novel because it predicts shifts in both longitude
and latitude, and because it determines those shifts through simple
inspection of the altered energy fluxes rather than by approximating
those fluxes on the basis of their value at a particular location such as
the geographic Equator6,7,10 or the unperturbed ITCZ latitude32. Un-
like early energy budget theories1, (2)–(4) do not explicitly include
a gross moist stability, but shifting the precipitation distribution
with the EFE and EFPM e�ectively assumes that the gross moist
stability distribution undergoes the same two-dimensional shift.

Although shifts in the EFE and EFPM could be obtained from
simulated mid-Holocene AET, that approach would be unsatisfying
because it requires simulating the anomalous atmospheric state.
Instead, we use a theory for the anomalous AET that assumes
the fraction (1� ↵TOA) of the seasonal insolation anomaly I 0 not
reflected to space is transferred entirely to the atmosphere over land
and absorbed entirely by ocean in marine regions, as in previous
work33–36 (↵TOA is TOA albedo). This idealized limit of infinite
ocean bu�ering and vanishing continental thermal inertia yields an
anomalous energy source that can be inverted, via the Laplacian,
to obtain the distribution of � 0, and thus of u0
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h, needed to
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Let’s apply this 2D framework to mid-Holocene boreal summer rainfall
green = modern climatological rain 
shading = 6 kya - preindustrial rain 

contours = energy flux potential

REGIONAL ENERGY BUDGET CONTROL OF THE ITCZ 7

-1 0 1

a) a) PMIP multi-model mean

b) theory

c) theory given PMIP χ 

zonal mean P

Figure 3. Climate model simulations and theoretical predic-
tion of boreal summer response to mid-Holocene insolation
anomaly. Anomalous � (contours) and anomalous precipitation (shad-
ing, mm day�1), 6 kya relative to preindustrial. a) Ensemble mean
of PMIP3 models, b) full theoretical prediction (using our theory for
anomalous energy flux divergence), and c) theoretical prediction using
anomalous GCM-simulated energy fluxes. Contour interval in all panels
is 0.01 PW with negative contours dashed, and the green contour the
6 mm day�1 precipitation isoline from the preindustrial multi-model
mean. All quantities are May-September climatological means. Right
panels show zonal means (over all longitudes) of the precipitation anom-
aly in mm day�1.
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Figure 3 | Climate model simulations and theoretical prediction of boreal
summer response to mid-Holocene insolation anomaly. Anomalous �

(contours) and anomalous precipitation (shading, interval 0.5 mm d�1),
6 kyr ago relative to pre-industrial. a, Ensemble mean of PMIP3 models.
b, Full theoretical prediction (using our theory for anomalous energy flux
divergence). c, Theoretical prediction using anomalous GCM-simulated
energy fluxes. The contour interval in all panels is 0.01 PW with negative
contours dashed, and the green contour the 6 mm d�1 precipitation isoline
from the pre-industrial multi-model mean. All quantities are
May–September climatological means. The panels on the right show zonal
means (over all longitudes) of the precipitation anomaly in mm d�1.

where L is the local land fraction, AO is the global ocean surface
area, and we integrate globally. To avoid using information from
the altered climate state (the mid-Holocene) as input to the theory,
we use model-simulated pre-industrial albedo for ↵TOA. Despite
these idealized assumptions, the resulting distribution of � 0 (Fig. 3b,
contours) decently matches that simulated by GCMs over Africa
and Eurasia (Fig. 3a). Larger deviations occur over ocean, which
is not surprising since ocean is not a uniform sink for anomalous
radiation. The fit is not as good for individual models, although all
show qualitatively similar spatial structure (Supplementary Fig. 6).
Overall, it is remarkable that continental maxima of � 0 are predicted
so well given only modern albedo and orbital parameters.

When (6) is used to turn this theoretical � 0 into an energy
flux anomaly and (2)–(4) are then used to find the rainfall shift,
we obtain a theoretical prediction of mid-Holocene rainfall. This
consists of a northward shift of rainfall maxima in most longitudes,
a westward shift in the Indian Ocean, and an eastward shift over

Central America (Fig. 3b). Although there is anomalous westward
energy flux over much of Africa, the theory predicts no eastward
rainfall shift there because no EFPM exists over Africa (for example,
Fig. 2a). The theory predicts too large a shift in the east Pacific
and Central America, consistent with its poorer skill in representing
oceanic � 0. Indeed, when the GCM-simulated � 0 is used in the
theory instead of (5)–(6), the di�erence between the theory and
GCMs is reduced over the east Pacific andCentral America (Fig. 3c).
The theory predicts strongly enhanced western Indian Ocean
rainfall regardless of whether we use (5)–(6) or the simulated � 0,
while the GCMs simulate weak drying there.

Our theory for the mid-Holocene rainfall anomaly matches
that simulated by the GCMs remarkably well over North Africa
(Fig. 4a), indicating that GCM-simulated rainfall changes there
can be understood as the ITCZ shift needed to maintain energy
balance given the two-dimensional distribution of the absorbed
short-wave anomaly. The fit improves mildly when the model-
simulated anomalous AET is used in the theory instead of (5)–(6),
suggesting that radiative feedbacks make a small contribution
to the perturbed AET. Thus, the simulated moist atmospheric
dynamics respond to the orbital forcing as expected given our
understanding of the atmospheric energy budget; if this response
is too weak compared with proxies15, some other mechanism is
probably involved. Furthermore, using observed distributions of
present-day albedos, energy fluxes, and precipitation as input to our
theory produces similar results (Fig. 4b), showing that model bias
does not compromise the theoretical predictions.

Pollen-based reconstructions suggest that annual rainfall was
350± 150mmhigher 20� N–30� Nover Africa in themid-Holocene
than today12. If this all fell during May–September, an average
increase of 1.2 to 3.6mm d�1 is required during those months. The
GCM multi-model mean is below this range, as is the theoretical
prediction based on the insolation change (Fig. 4).

Previous GCM simulations suggest that vegetation or soil colour
feedbacks were required to reach this precipitation range17,19,21,
whichmotivates using our theory to predict the response to reduced
Saharan surface albedo. We reduce North African surface albedo
larger than 0.15 to 0.15 (see Methods), and then estimate the
anomalous divergent AET needed to maintain energy balance. We
estimate this AET by multiplying pre-industrial insolation, I , by
the surface albedo change, 1↵S, and by the sensitivity of ↵TOA to
surface albedo (this sensitivity, linearized about themodern Saharan
atmospheric state, is 0.73; see Methods),

r
2� 0

'�I
@↵TOA

@↵S
1↵S (7)

We sum the right-hand sides of (7) and (5) to obtain a linearization
of the AET divergence produced by the combined albedo and
insolation change, then invert this to obtain � 0 and use (6) and
(2)–(4) to obtain the precipitation shift. When this precipitation
anomaly is averaged over African longitudes, summer rain rates of
1–3mm d�1 are found over the southern Sahara, within the proxy
range in that region (Fig. 4). The predicted precipitation increase
over the Sahel, near 15� N, is about four times the direct response to
the insolation anomaly. The direct energy source from the insolation
forcing (that is, the right-hand side of (5)) is roughly 10Wm�2 over
most tropical and subtropical Northern Hemisphere land, while the
energy source from the albedo change (the right-hand side of (7)) is
around 70Wm�2 but is confined to the Saharan region; the theory
appropriately weights the area, magnitude, and location of these
forcings to gauge the expected response.

Since Eurasian a�orestation was argued to have enhanced mid-
Holocene Saharan rainfall22, we also use the theory to calculate the
response to a reduction of land surface albedo to 85% of its pre-
industrial value everywhere north of 30� N outside of North Africa
and Greenland (including North America). Our sensitivity factor
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The theoretical framework works well 
over Africa & parts of South Asia

REGIONAL ENERGY BUDGET CONTROL OF THE ITCZ 7
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Figure 3. Climate model simulations and theoretical predic-
tion of boreal summer response to mid-Holocene insolation
anomaly. Anomalous � (contours) and anomalous precipitation (shad-
ing, mm day�1), 6 kya relative to preindustrial. a) Ensemble mean
of PMIP3 models, b) full theoretical prediction (using our theory for
anomalous energy flux divergence), and c) theoretical prediction using
anomalous GCM-simulated energy fluxes. Contour interval in all panels
is 0.01 PW with negative contours dashed, and the green contour the
6 mm day�1 precipitation isoline from the preindustrial multi-model
mean. All quantities are May-September climatological means. Right
panels show zonal means (over all longitudes) of the precipitation anom-
aly in mm day�1.
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of PMIP3 models, b) full theoretical prediction (using our theory for
anomalous energy flux divergence), and c) theoretical prediction using
anomalous GCM-simulated energy fluxes. Contour interval in all panels
is 0.01 PW with negative contours dashed, and the green contour the
6 mm day�1 precipitation isoline from the preindustrial multi-model
mean. All quantities are May-September climatological means. Right
panels show zonal means (over all longitudes) of the precipitation anom-
aly in mm day�1.
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Figure 3 | Climate model simulations and theoretical prediction of boreal
summer response to mid-Holocene insolation anomaly. Anomalous �

(contours) and anomalous precipitation (shading, interval 0.5 mm d�1),
6 kyr ago relative to pre-industrial. a, Ensemble mean of PMIP3 models.
b, Full theoretical prediction (using our theory for anomalous energy flux
divergence). c, Theoretical prediction using anomalous GCM-simulated
energy fluxes. The contour interval in all panels is 0.01 PW with negative
contours dashed, and the green contour the 6 mm d�1 precipitation isoline
from the pre-industrial multi-model mean. All quantities are
May–September climatological means. The panels on the right show zonal
means (over all longitudes) of the precipitation anomaly in mm d�1.

where L is the local land fraction, AO is the global ocean surface
area, and we integrate globally. To avoid using information from
the altered climate state (the mid-Holocene) as input to the theory,
we use model-simulated pre-industrial albedo for ↵TOA. Despite
these idealized assumptions, the resulting distribution of � 0 (Fig. 3b,
contours) decently matches that simulated by GCMs over Africa
and Eurasia (Fig. 3a). Larger deviations occur over ocean, which
is not surprising since ocean is not a uniform sink for anomalous
radiation. The fit is not as good for individual models, although all
show qualitatively similar spatial structure (Supplementary Fig. 6).
Overall, it is remarkable that continental maxima of � 0 are predicted
so well given only modern albedo and orbital parameters.

When (6) is used to turn this theoretical � 0 into an energy
flux anomaly and (2)–(4) are then used to find the rainfall shift,
we obtain a theoretical prediction of mid-Holocene rainfall. This
consists of a northward shift of rainfall maxima in most longitudes,
a westward shift in the Indian Ocean, and an eastward shift over

Central America (Fig. 3b). Although there is anomalous westward
energy flux over much of Africa, the theory predicts no eastward
rainfall shift there because no EFPM exists over Africa (for example,
Fig. 2a). The theory predicts too large a shift in the east Pacific
and Central America, consistent with its poorer skill in representing
oceanic � 0. Indeed, when the GCM-simulated � 0 is used in the
theory instead of (5)–(6), the di�erence between the theory and
GCMs is reduced over the east Pacific andCentral America (Fig. 3c).
The theory predicts strongly enhanced western Indian Ocean
rainfall regardless of whether we use (5)–(6) or the simulated � 0,
while the GCMs simulate weak drying there.

Our theory for the mid-Holocene rainfall anomaly matches
that simulated by the GCMs remarkably well over North Africa
(Fig. 4a), indicating that GCM-simulated rainfall changes there
can be understood as the ITCZ shift needed to maintain energy
balance given the two-dimensional distribution of the absorbed
short-wave anomaly. The fit improves mildly when the model-
simulated anomalous AET is used in the theory instead of (5)–(6),
suggesting that radiative feedbacks make a small contribution
to the perturbed AET. Thus, the simulated moist atmospheric
dynamics respond to the orbital forcing as expected given our
understanding of the atmospheric energy budget; if this response
is too weak compared with proxies15, some other mechanism is
probably involved. Furthermore, using observed distributions of
present-day albedos, energy fluxes, and precipitation as input to our
theory produces similar results (Fig. 4b), showing that model bias
does not compromise the theoretical predictions.

Pollen-based reconstructions suggest that annual rainfall was
350± 150mmhigher 20� N–30� Nover Africa in themid-Holocene
than today12. If this all fell during May–September, an average
increase of 1.2 to 3.6mm d�1 is required during those months. The
GCM multi-model mean is below this range, as is the theoretical
prediction based on the insolation change (Fig. 4).

Previous GCM simulations suggest that vegetation or soil colour
feedbacks were required to reach this precipitation range17,19,21,
whichmotivates using our theory to predict the response to reduced
Saharan surface albedo. We reduce North African surface albedo
larger than 0.15 to 0.15 (see Methods), and then estimate the
anomalous divergent AET needed to maintain energy balance. We
estimate this AET by multiplying pre-industrial insolation, I , by
the surface albedo change, 1↵S, and by the sensitivity of ↵TOA to
surface albedo (this sensitivity, linearized about themodern Saharan
atmospheric state, is 0.73; see Methods),

r
2� 0

'�I
@↵TOA

@↵S
1↵S (7)

We sum the right-hand sides of (7) and (5) to obtain a linearization
of the AET divergence produced by the combined albedo and
insolation change, then invert this to obtain � 0 and use (6) and
(2)–(4) to obtain the precipitation shift. When this precipitation
anomaly is averaged over African longitudes, summer rain rates of
1–3mm d�1 are found over the southern Sahara, within the proxy
range in that region (Fig. 4). The predicted precipitation increase
over the Sahel, near 15� N, is about four times the direct response to
the insolation anomaly. The direct energy source from the insolation
forcing (that is, the right-hand side of (5)) is roughly 10Wm�2 over
most tropical and subtropical Northern Hemisphere land, while the
energy source from the albedo change (the right-hand side of (7)) is
around 70Wm�2 but is confined to the Saharan region; the theory
appropriately weights the area, magnitude, and location of these
forcings to gauge the expected response.

Since Eurasian a�orestation was argued to have enhanced mid-
Holocene Saharan rainfall22, we also use the theory to calculate the
response to a reduction of land surface albedo to 85% of its pre-
industrial value everywhere north of 30� N outside of North Africa
and Greenland (including North America). Our sensitivity factor
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Can we predict the rainfall change without running a GCM?
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But why does this work so 
well, when there can be 
large feedbacks (e.g. 
Planck, water vapor, cloud 
feedbacks)?



Let’s do a classic 
feedback analysis
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sitivities between about �1.5 and �5� PW�1 for the control
MEBM and GCMs (see white bars in Fig. 3). Although � has
units of � PW�1, it is distinct from the sensitivity estimate
of �3� PW�1 obtained by Donohoe et al. [9] based on cli-
mate models and observations, because Donohoe et al. [9]
used the net cross-equatorial energy transport produced by
the forcing and all feedbacks, while � references the EFE shift
to the forcing alone. This choice of � also accounts for the fact
that the albedo is higher in the polar regions of the MEBM’s
basic state, giving the effective extratropical forcing a smaller
global mean value than the tropical forcing (long-dashed lines
in Fig. 4); even after accounting for this effect, the sensitivity
of the EFE to tropical forcings is still about twice the sensitiv-
ity to extratropical forcings (compare open and hatched bars
in Fig. 3).
We now estimate the influence of each feedback on the sen-

sitivity of the EFE to the forcings, comparing the response
of the EFE in the control MEBM with the response in MEBM
simulations in which individual feedbacks were suppressed.
Removing the WV feedback strongly decreases the sensitiv-
ity of the EFE to both tropical and extratropical forcings, by
amounts similar to those seen in the GCM simulations of C18
(Fig. 2, closed purple and open gray triangles). The LR feed-
back is comparatively weak and, in contrast to the WV feed-
back, is negative (i.e. increased EFE sensitivity is seen when
the LR feedback is suppressed; yellow squares in Fig. 2). The
AL feedback (green stars in Fig. 2) has almost no effect on the
response to tropical forcings, whereas it provides a positive
feedback on extratropical forcings with about half the effect
of the WV feedback. In the MEBM, feedbacks on EFE latitude
thus have the same sign as they do when altering the re-
sponse of global mean surface temperature to a global mean
radiative forcing [e.g. 27].
To present these results more succinctly, one might calcu-

late the contribution of each feedback to the net linear sensi-
tivity parameter as �� = (�E��E,� �)/TS0(1��) where �E,� � is the
EFE from the simulation with feedback � surpressed. For in-
stance, for tropical forcings, this gives �WV = �2.52� PW�1 for
C18 and �WV = �1.47� PW�1 for the MEBM. However, these ��
values are analogous to “gains” in a classic feedback analysis
framework [33], and gains will not, in general, sum linearly to
produce the total �. Therefore, we instead follow the climate
sensitivity literature and calculate linear feedback factors.

Quantitative estimates of feedbacks
We quantify feedback strengths using a basic feedback anal-
ysis in which the cross-equatorial energy transport caused by
each feedback is assumed to be linearly proportional to the
EFE’s response,

�E = �NF

Ç
TS0(1��) +
X

�

c��E

å
. (4)

Here �NF is the “no-feedback” EFE sensitivity obtained by
adding TS0(1��) to the energy transport in the full, unforced
MEBM, and c� expresses the linear feedback � in terms of the
cross-equatorial energy transport induced by that feedback
for a unit shift in the EFE. We estimate c� as

c� '
�T
�X�

dX�
d�E

(5)

where the second term on the right-hand side is obtained by
finding the total change in parameter X� (e.g. water vapor,
surface albedo) from a full forced model integration, and the
first term on the right is obtained from an offline radiative
transfer calculation where all parameters except for X� are
fixed at their values in the full unforced model integration.
Each feedback is quantified by a nondimensional feedback
factor

ƒ� ⌘ �NFc�. (6)

This follows the classic feedback analysis for climate sensi-
tivity reviewed by Roe [33], except that it relates EFE shifts
to cross-equatorial energy transport instead of global mean
surface temperature to TOA radiation.
We obtain the anomalous energy transport associated with

each feedback (i.e. the value of T in (5)) using the steady-
state energy balance,

NE�0 = � · F0 = � ·
�
FS0(1��) � F(S+S0)�0 � FL0

�
.

This expresses the anomalous atmospheric energy flux F0 in
terms of components whose divergence balances the sum of
the forcing, the AL feedback, and all longwave feedbacks (as
in the previous section, components of the anomalous trans-
port T 0 are obtained by zonally integrating the corresponding
component of the anomalous flux F0). We furthermore decom-
pose the net change in OLR, L0, into components associated
with each feedback, which we obtain from the offline radiative
transfer calculations mentioned in the previous paragraph. To
calculate L0WV , for instance, we compute OLR with the per-
turbed simulation’s temperatures but the control simulation’s
specific humidities, and subtract this from the OLR in the per-
turbed simulation. The PL feedback is diagnosed by comput-
ing OLR for a model state consisting of the forced simulation’s
water vapor profile and lapse rates, but with surface temper-
atures matching those of the control simulation. This method
of estimating each c� is a straightforward adaptation of the
partial radiative perturbation method used for estimating the
feedbacks that set global mean climate sensitivity [32].
Before we present the feedback factors, we note that sum-

ming the L0� distributions produced by these offline radia-
tive transfer calculations produces a good approximation to
the NE�0 diagnosed by differencing the perturbed and control
models. This confirms that the feedbacks can be diagnosed
in this way and linearly superimposed, even for the example
of the strong M = 15 W m�2 forcing (Fig. 4). That said, there
is some nonlinearity in the response to the extratropical forc-
ing due to feedbacks in the northern high-latitudes (cf. solid
and dashed black lines in Fig. 4c), and in the response to the
tropical forcing due to feedbacks at the equator (Fig. 4a).
The flux form of the feedbacks presented in Figs. 4b and

4d improves understanding when one recalls that a north-
ward anomalous flux at the location of the basic-state EFE
corresponds to an anomalous southward shift of the EFE [e.g.
9, 10]. For instance, the contribution of the AL feedback to
NE�0 is very localized compared to that of the WV feedback,
but both have similar order-of-magnitude effects on the equa-
torial T 0 for extratropical forcings (Fig. 4d). For tropical forc-
ings, the AL feedback has a small effect on the equatorial T 0
and thus a small effect on EFE shifts because its effect on the
NE�0 has a substantial equatorially symmetric component and
also because its northern hemisphere contribution to the NE�0
is located further poleward than that for extratropical forc-
ings.
We now present the feedback factors, quantifying the con-

tribution of each radiative feedback to the net EFE sensitivity
(Fig. 3). Each ƒ� has the expected sign, with ƒWV and ƒAL be-
ing positive while ƒPL and ƒLR are negative, but each ƒ� is much
stronger for extratropical than for tropical forcings. The values
of ƒPL and ƒWV are nearly equal but of opposite sign for tropical
forcings, but the amplitude of ƒPL is about twice that of ƒWV for
extratropical forcings. Using equations (4) - (6), the net EFE
sensitivity defined in equation (3) can be approximated as

� '
�NF

1 �
P

� ƒ�
, (7)

as in classic feedback analyses applied to global mean cli-
mate sensitivity [33]. This accurately approximates �, indi-
cating that the feedbacks behave nearly linearly and support-
ing the assumptions inherent in equations (4) and (5). For
tropical forcings, � ' �NF, but this seems to be a coincidence
due to the approximate cancellation of feedbacks (mostly PL

as reviewed 
by Roe (2009)
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sitivities between about �1.5 and �5� PW�1 for the control
MEBM and GCMs (see white bars in Fig. 3). Although � has
units of � PW�1, it is distinct from the sensitivity estimate
of �3� PW�1 obtained by Donohoe et al. [9] based on cli-
mate models and observations, because Donohoe et al. [9]
used the net cross-equatorial energy transport produced by
the forcing and all feedbacks, while � references the EFE shift
to the forcing alone. This choice of � also accounts for the fact
that the albedo is higher in the polar regions of the MEBM’s
basic state, giving the effective extratropical forcing a smaller
global mean value than the tropical forcing (long-dashed lines
in Fig. 4); even after accounting for this effect, the sensitivity
of the EFE to tropical forcings is still about twice the sensitiv-
ity to extratropical forcings (compare open and hatched bars
in Fig. 3).
We now estimate the influence of each feedback on the sen-

sitivity of the EFE to the forcings, comparing the response
of the EFE in the control MEBM with the response in MEBM
simulations in which individual feedbacks were suppressed.
Removing the WV feedback strongly decreases the sensitiv-
ity of the EFE to both tropical and extratropical forcings, by
amounts similar to those seen in the GCM simulations of C18
(Fig. 2, closed purple and open gray triangles). The LR feed-
back is comparatively weak and, in contrast to the WV feed-
back, is negative (i.e. increased EFE sensitivity is seen when
the LR feedback is suppressed; yellow squares in Fig. 2). The
AL feedback (green stars in Fig. 2) has almost no effect on the
response to tropical forcings, whereas it provides a positive
feedback on extratropical forcings with about half the effect
of the WV feedback. In the MEBM, feedbacks on EFE latitude
thus have the same sign as they do when altering the re-
sponse of global mean surface temperature to a global mean
radiative forcing [e.g. 27].
To present these results more succinctly, one might calcu-

late the contribution of each feedback to the net linear sensi-
tivity parameter as �� = (�E��E,� �)/TS0(1��) where �E,� � is the
EFE from the simulation with feedback � surpressed. For in-
stance, for tropical forcings, this gives �WV = �2.52� PW�1 for
C18 and �WV = �1.47� PW�1 for the MEBM. However, these ��
values are analogous to “gains” in a classic feedback analysis
framework [33], and gains will not, in general, sum linearly to
produce the total �. Therefore, we instead follow the climate
sensitivity literature and calculate linear feedback factors.

Quantitative estimates of feedbacks
We quantify feedback strengths using a basic feedback anal-
ysis in which the cross-equatorial energy transport caused by
each feedback is assumed to be linearly proportional to the
EFE’s response,

�E = �NF

Ç
TS0(1��) +
X

�

c��E

å
. (4)

Here �NF is the “no-feedback” EFE sensitivity obtained by
adding TS0(1��) to the energy transport in the full, unforced
MEBM, and c� expresses the linear feedback � in terms of the
cross-equatorial energy transport induced by that feedback
for a unit shift in the EFE. We estimate c� as

c� '
�T
�X�

dX�
d�E

(5)

where the second term on the right-hand side is obtained by
finding the total change in parameter X� (e.g. water vapor,
surface albedo) from a full forced model integration, and the
first term on the right is obtained from an offline radiative
transfer calculation where all parameters except for X� are
fixed at their values in the full unforced model integration.
Each feedback is quantified by a nondimensional feedback
factor

ƒ� ⌘ �NFc�. (6)

This follows the classic feedback analysis for climate sensi-
tivity reviewed by Roe [33], except that it relates EFE shifts
to cross-equatorial energy transport instead of global mean
surface temperature to TOA radiation.
We obtain the anomalous energy transport associated with

each feedback (i.e. the value of T in (5)) using the steady-
state energy balance,

NE�0 = � · F0 = � ·
�
FS0(1��) � F(S+S0)�0 � FL0

�
.

This expresses the anomalous atmospheric energy flux F0 in
terms of components whose divergence balances the sum of
the forcing, the AL feedback, and all longwave feedbacks (as
in the previous section, components of the anomalous trans-
port T 0 are obtained by zonally integrating the corresponding
component of the anomalous flux F0). We furthermore decom-
pose the net change in OLR, L0, into components associated
with each feedback, which we obtain from the offline radiative
transfer calculations mentioned in the previous paragraph. To
calculate L0WV , for instance, we compute OLR with the per-
turbed simulation’s temperatures but the control simulation’s
specific humidities, and subtract this from the OLR in the per-
turbed simulation. The PL feedback is diagnosed by comput-
ing OLR for a model state consisting of the forced simulation’s
water vapor profile and lapse rates, but with surface temper-
atures matching those of the control simulation. This method
of estimating each c� is a straightforward adaptation of the
partial radiative perturbation method used for estimating the
feedbacks that set global mean climate sensitivity [32].
Before we present the feedback factors, we note that sum-

ming the L0� distributions produced by these offline radia-
tive transfer calculations produces a good approximation to
the NE�0 diagnosed by differencing the perturbed and control
models. This confirms that the feedbacks can be diagnosed
in this way and linearly superimposed, even for the example
of the strong M = 15 W m�2 forcing (Fig. 4). That said, there
is some nonlinearity in the response to the extratropical forc-
ing due to feedbacks in the northern high-latitudes (cf. solid
and dashed black lines in Fig. 4c), and in the response to the
tropical forcing due to feedbacks at the equator (Fig. 4a).
The flux form of the feedbacks presented in Figs. 4b and

4d improves understanding when one recalls that a north-
ward anomalous flux at the location of the basic-state EFE
corresponds to an anomalous southward shift of the EFE [e.g.
9, 10]. For instance, the contribution of the AL feedback to
NE�0 is very localized compared to that of the WV feedback,
but both have similar order-of-magnitude effects on the equa-
torial T 0 for extratropical forcings (Fig. 4d). For tropical forc-
ings, the AL feedback has a small effect on the equatorial T 0
and thus a small effect on EFE shifts because its effect on the
NE�0 has a substantial equatorially symmetric component and
also because its northern hemisphere contribution to the NE�0
is located further poleward than that for extratropical forc-
ings.
We now present the feedback factors, quantifying the con-

tribution of each radiative feedback to the net EFE sensitivity
(Fig. 3). Each ƒ� has the expected sign, with ƒWV and ƒAL be-
ing positive while ƒPL and ƒLR are negative, but each ƒ� is much
stronger for extratropical than for tropical forcings. The values
of ƒPL and ƒWV are nearly equal but of opposite sign for tropical
forcings, but the amplitude of ƒPL is about twice that of ƒWV for
extratropical forcings. Using equations (4) - (6), the net EFE
sensitivity defined in equation (3) can be approximated as

� '
�NF

1 �
P

� ƒ�
, (7)

as in classic feedback analyses applied to global mean cli-
mate sensitivity [33]. This accurately approximates �, indi-
cating that the feedbacks behave nearly linearly and support-
ing the assumptions inherent in equations (4) and (5). For
tropical forcings, � ' �NF, but this seems to be a coincidence
due to the approximate cancellation of feedbacks (mostly PL
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The greening of the Sahara likely produced 
a large surface albedo feedback
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sitivities between about �1.5 and �5� PW�1 for the control
MEBM and GCMs (see white bars in Fig. 3). Although � has
units of � PW�1, it is distinct from the sensitivity estimate
of �3� PW�1 obtained by Donohoe et al. [9] based on cli-
mate models and observations, because Donohoe et al. [9]
used the net cross-equatorial energy transport produced by
the forcing and all feedbacks, while � references the EFE shift
to the forcing alone. This choice of � also accounts for the fact
that the albedo is higher in the polar regions of the MEBM’s
basic state, giving the effective extratropical forcing a smaller
global mean value than the tropical forcing (long-dashed lines
in Fig. 4); even after accounting for this effect, the sensitivity
of the EFE to tropical forcings is still about twice the sensitiv-
ity to extratropical forcings (compare open and hatched bars
in Fig. 3).
We now estimate the influence of each feedback on the sen-

sitivity of the EFE to the forcings, comparing the response
of the EFE in the control MEBM with the response in MEBM
simulations in which individual feedbacks were suppressed.
Removing the WV feedback strongly decreases the sensitiv-
ity of the EFE to both tropical and extratropical forcings, by
amounts similar to those seen in the GCM simulations of C18
(Fig. 2, closed purple and open gray triangles). The LR feed-
back is comparatively weak and, in contrast to the WV feed-
back, is negative (i.e. increased EFE sensitivity is seen when
the LR feedback is suppressed; yellow squares in Fig. 2). The
AL feedback (green stars in Fig. 2) has almost no effect on the
response to tropical forcings, whereas it provides a positive
feedback on extratropical forcings with about half the effect
of the WV feedback. In the MEBM, feedbacks on EFE latitude
thus have the same sign as they do when altering the re-
sponse of global mean surface temperature to a global mean
radiative forcing [e.g. 27].
To present these results more succinctly, one might calcu-

late the contribution of each feedback to the net linear sensi-
tivity parameter as �� = (�E��E,� �)/TS0(1��) where �E,� � is the
EFE from the simulation with feedback � surpressed. For in-
stance, for tropical forcings, this gives �WV = �2.52� PW�1 for
C18 and �WV = �1.47� PW�1 for the MEBM. However, these ��
values are analogous to “gains” in a classic feedback analysis
framework [33], and gains will not, in general, sum linearly to
produce the total �. Therefore, we instead follow the climate
sensitivity literature and calculate linear feedback factors.

Quantitative estimates of feedbacks
We quantify feedback strengths using a basic feedback anal-
ysis in which the cross-equatorial energy transport caused by
each feedback is assumed to be linearly proportional to the
EFE’s response,

�E = �NF

Ç
TS0(1��) +
X

�

c��E

å
. (4)

Here �NF is the “no-feedback” EFE sensitivity obtained by
adding TS0(1��) to the energy transport in the full, unforced
MEBM, and c� expresses the linear feedback � in terms of the
cross-equatorial energy transport induced by that feedback
for a unit shift in the EFE. We estimate c� as

c� '
�T
�X�

dX�
d�E

(5)

where the second term on the right-hand side is obtained by
finding the total change in parameter X� (e.g. water vapor,
surface albedo) from a full forced model integration, and the
first term on the right is obtained from an offline radiative
transfer calculation where all parameters except for X� are
fixed at their values in the full unforced model integration.
Each feedback is quantified by a nondimensional feedback
factor

ƒ� ⌘ �NFc�. (6)

This follows the classic feedback analysis for climate sensi-
tivity reviewed by Roe [33], except that it relates EFE shifts
to cross-equatorial energy transport instead of global mean
surface temperature to TOA radiation.
We obtain the anomalous energy transport associated with

each feedback (i.e. the value of T in (5)) using the steady-
state energy balance,

NE�0 = � · F0 = � ·
�
FS0(1��) � F(S+S0)�0 � FL0

�
.

This expresses the anomalous atmospheric energy flux F0 in
terms of components whose divergence balances the sum of
the forcing, the AL feedback, and all longwave feedbacks (as
in the previous section, components of the anomalous trans-
port T 0 are obtained by zonally integrating the corresponding
component of the anomalous flux F0). We furthermore decom-
pose the net change in OLR, L0, into components associated
with each feedback, which we obtain from the offline radiative
transfer calculations mentioned in the previous paragraph. To
calculate L0WV , for instance, we compute OLR with the per-
turbed simulation’s temperatures but the control simulation’s
specific humidities, and subtract this from the OLR in the per-
turbed simulation. The PL feedback is diagnosed by comput-
ing OLR for a model state consisting of the forced simulation’s
water vapor profile and lapse rates, but with surface temper-
atures matching those of the control simulation. This method
of estimating each c� is a straightforward adaptation of the
partial radiative perturbation method used for estimating the
feedbacks that set global mean climate sensitivity [32].
Before we present the feedback factors, we note that sum-

ming the L0� distributions produced by these offline radia-
tive transfer calculations produces a good approximation to
the NE�0 diagnosed by differencing the perturbed and control
models. This confirms that the feedbacks can be diagnosed
in this way and linearly superimposed, even for the example
of the strong M = 15 W m�2 forcing (Fig. 4). That said, there
is some nonlinearity in the response to the extratropical forc-
ing due to feedbacks in the northern high-latitudes (cf. solid
and dashed black lines in Fig. 4c), and in the response to the
tropical forcing due to feedbacks at the equator (Fig. 4a).
The flux form of the feedbacks presented in Figs. 4b and

4d improves understanding when one recalls that a north-
ward anomalous flux at the location of the basic-state EFE
corresponds to an anomalous southward shift of the EFE [e.g.
9, 10]. For instance, the contribution of the AL feedback to
NE�0 is very localized compared to that of the WV feedback,
but both have similar order-of-magnitude effects on the equa-
torial T 0 for extratropical forcings (Fig. 4d). For tropical forc-
ings, the AL feedback has a small effect on the equatorial T 0
and thus a small effect on EFE shifts because its effect on the
NE�0 has a substantial equatorially symmetric component and
also because its northern hemisphere contribution to the NE�0
is located further poleward than that for extratropical forc-
ings.
We now present the feedback factors, quantifying the con-

tribution of each radiative feedback to the net EFE sensitivity
(Fig. 3). Each ƒ� has the expected sign, with ƒWV and ƒAL be-
ing positive while ƒPL and ƒLR are negative, but each ƒ� is much
stronger for extratropical than for tropical forcings. The values
of ƒPL and ƒWV are nearly equal but of opposite sign for tropical
forcings, but the amplitude of ƒPL is about twice that of ƒWV for
extratropical forcings. Using equations (4) - (6), the net EFE
sensitivity defined in equation (3) can be approximated as

� '
�NF

1 �
P

� ƒ�
, (7)

as in classic feedback analyses applied to global mean cli-
mate sensitivity [33]. This accurately approximates �, indi-
cating that the feedbacks behave nearly linearly and support-
ing the assumptions inherent in equations (4) and (5). For
tropical forcings, � ' �NF, but this seems to be a coincidence
due to the approximate cancellation of feedbacks (mostly PL
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Part 2:   
Apply these ideas to understand 

precipitation bias in numerical models
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Bias looks like a southward shift of the 
precipitation maximum over Africa
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CMIP models also have a large positive bias in net energy input over 
the Southern Ocean

CMIP6 MMM - observations (CERES+OAFlux)
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Summary:  take home points

1. Moist energy inputs 
drive tropical circulations 

2. 2D (lat-lon) energy 
budget frameworks can 
help understand the 
precipitation response to 
a forcing 

3. This works for mid-
Holocene rainfall change 
over Africa, SPCZ shifts 
during ENSO

4. Moist energy inputs 
can be useful in 
understanding GCM 
rainfall biases

Boos and Korty 
(2016, Nature 
Geoscience) 

Lintner & Boos 
(2019, J. Climate) 

Peterson & Boos (in 
review) 

boos.berkeley.edu

3. Feedback analysis 
provides insight on 
water vapor, Planck, 
albedo feedbacks

 


